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Abstract
In this work we investigate new possibilities for improving the quality of statistical machine translation (SMT) by applying word reorder-
ings of the source language sentences based on Part-of-Speech tags. Results are presented on the European Parliament corpus containing
about 700k sentences and 15M running words. In order to investigate sparse training data scenarios, we also report results obtained on
about 1% of the original corpus. The source languages are Spanish and English and target languages are Spanish, English and German.
We propose two types of reorderings depending on the language pair and the translation direction: local reorderings of nouns and ad-
jectives for translation from and into Spanish and long-range reorderings of verbs for translation into German. For our best translation
system, we achieve up to 2% relative reduction of WER and up to 7% relative increase of BLEU score. Improvements can be seen both
on the reordered sentences as well as on the rest of the test corpus. Local reorderings are especially important for the translation systems
trained on the small corpus whereas long-range reorderings are more effective for the larger corpus.
1. Introduction
The goal of statistical machine translation is to translate an
input word sequence in the source language into a target
language word sequence. Given the source language se-
quence, we have to choose the target language sequence
which maximises the posterior probability. Our translation
system models this posterior probability directly as a log-
linear combination of seven different models. The most
important ones are phrase-based models in both directions.
Additionaly, we use IBM1 models at phrase level also in
both directions, language model of the target language, as
well as phrase and word penalties. For detailed description
of the system see for example (Vilar et al., 2005; Zens et
al., 2005).
In order to improve the translation process, it is possible
to perform preprocessing steps before training and transla-
tion in both source and target language sequence. If neces-
sary, after the translation the inverse transformations are ap-
plied to the generated target sequence. In this work, we ap-
ply transformations only on the source language sequence.
We investigate possibilities for improving the translation
quality by reordering of the source sentence using Part-of-
Speech (POS) tags. Source languages in our experiments
are Spanish and English whereas target languages are En-
glish, Spanish and German.
2. Related Work
Many publications are dealing with the word reordering
problem, e.g. (Kanthak et al., 2005), but only few of them
are making use of linguistic knowledge about the sentence
structure.
The use of morpho-syntactic information for reordering in
SMT has been proposed in (Nießen and Ney, 2001). Har-
monising word order between German and English has
been done by prepending German verb prefixes and by
treating interrogative sentences using syntactic informa-
tion. Other method for harmonising word order between
the same language pair has been proposed in (Collins et al.,
2005). They use a German parse tree for moving German
verbs towards the beginning of the clause.
In this work, we investigate three languages - Spanish, En-
glish and German. The only additional language resource
is POS information. Parsing or some other type of detailed
information about syntax is not necessary.
3. Novel Methods for Reorderings in the
Source Language
Word reordering is an important issue in SMT since dif-
ferences in word order between the source and the target
language are one of the main causes of translation errors.
We propose two types of reorderings based on the POS
tags:
• local reorderings (convenient for translation from and
into Spanish)
• long-range reorderings (convenient for translation
from and into German)
3.1. Local reorderings
Adjectives in the Spanish language are usually placed after
the corresponding noun, whereas in English and most other
non-Romanic languages is the other way round. Therefore
local reorderings of nouns and adjective groups might be
helpful for translation systems where the Spanish language
is involved.
If Spanish is the source language, each Spanish noun is
moved behind the corresponding adjective group. If Span-
ish is the target language, each adjective group in the source
language is moved behind the corresponding noun. Exam-
ples of some local reorderings are shown in Table 1.
3.2. Long-range reorderings
The verbs in the German language, unlike many other lan-
guages, can often be placed at the end of the clause. This is
mostly the case with infinitives and past participles. There-
fore long-range reorderings of verb groups might be useful
Spanish motivos econo´micos y polı´ticos
⇓
econo´micos y polı´ticos motivos
English economic and political reasons
⇓
reasons economic and political
Table 1: Examples of local reordering
for translation systems where the German language is in-
volved.
Reordering of verbs in German as a source language has
already been investigated in (Collins et al., 2005). In this
work we concentrate on the translation into German. Each
verb group in the source language containing infinitive
and/or past participle form is moved towards the end of the
clause. If an auxiliary verb is present, it stays at its original
position. Examples of long-range reordering can be seen in
Table 2.
English we have to offer them our hand in a
very symbolic way
⇓
we have them our hand in a very
symbolic way to offer
German wir mu¨ssen dem Volk ganz symbolisch
die Hand reichen
English I have already answered this question.
⇓
I have already this question answered.
German ich habe diese Frage bereits beantwortet.
Table 2: Examples of long-range reordering
4. Experimental Settings
The experiments have been performed on the European Par-
liament corpus described in (Koehn and Montz, 2005). It
contains Spanish, German and English full form text. The
corpus statistics can be seen in Table 3. For each lan-
guage, POS tags have been generated using a correspond-
ing morpho-syntactic analyser (Freeling for Spanish, EN-
GCG for English, GERCG for German). The original cor-
pus consists of about 700k sentences and 15M running
words. Since it is adjusted only for translation into English
and therefore is not parallel for all language pairs, we also
extracted a common trilingual set containing about 670k
sentences and 14M running words in order to investigate
the German-Spanish language pair. In order to investigate
effects of sparse resources, we have randomly extracted a
small subset containing about 7k sentences and 144k run-
ning words (about 1% of the original corpus).
As already pointed out, reorderings were applied in the
source language, then training and search were performed
using the transformed source language data. The transla-
tion system we used is the phrase-based system described
in (Zens et al., 2005). Modifications of the training and
search procedure were not necessary.
The evaluation metrics used in our experiments are WER
(Word Error Rate), PER (Position-independent word Error
Rate) and BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy) (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002).
5. Translation Results
5.1. Local reorderings
Spanish→English: Table 4 presents the results for the
translation from Spanish to English. In Table 4(a) it can be
seen that local reorderings have reduced the errors and in-
creased the BLEU score. The improvements are even more
significant for the small corpus.
Some more details can be seen in Table 4(b). Develop-
ment and test corpus have been divided into two parts:
one containing sentences that have been actually reordered
(which is about 60%) and other which remains the same.
Then these two sets have been evaluated separately for
each translation system. Table 4(b) shows that the reorder-
ings are improving translation quality for both sets, slightly
more for the reordered set. This difference is more signifi-
cant for the small training corpus. This means that the new
system allows better learning of models so that the trans-
lation quality has been improved both directly as well as
indirectly.
From the translation example in Table 4(c) it can be seen
that the system trained on the reordered corpus is better ca-
pable of producing the correct output.
English→Spanish: The results for this translation direc-
tion can be seen in Table 5. The effects presented in Ta-
ble 5(a) are similar to those for Spanish→English, although
the improvements are smaller. The reason for that is proba-
bly due to the following characteristics of the Spanish lan-
guage: although the adjective group is usually situated be-
hind the corresponding noun, this is not always the case.
Therefore some reorderings in English are not really help-
ful. The results of the separated evaluation shown in Ta-
ble 5(b) are also similar as those for Spanish→English,
again with smaller improvements.
Translation example in Table 5(c) shows the advantage of
the new system. Without reordering, “democratic wish” has
been translated as “democracy wish”. The output of the
new system still does not exactly match the reference, but
it is syntactically and semantically correct.
Spanish↔German: The translation results for this lan-
guage pair show similar tendencies in both translation di-
rections as the results for Spanish and English, but the im-
provements are smaller. Some differences in the POS la-
belling of two languages are probably the reason for that
(e.g. distinction between adjectives and past participles).
5.2. Long-range reorderings
English↔German: The translation results for
English→German are presented in Table 6. Table 6(a)
shows that the long-range reorderings are also improving
translation quality. It also shows that, unlike for the local
reorderings, the improvements are less significant for the
small corpus. The most probable reason for this is exactly
the long range. Long distances between words within a
phrase generally pose problems for translation systems
even if the word order in the source and target language has
Spanish English German English
Train: Sentences 730740 751088
Running Words+Punctuation 15724914 15222146 15257678 16052330
Vocabulary 113882 72739 205374 74708
Singletons [%] 39.2 38.3 49.8 38.3
Dev: Sentences 2000 2000
Running Words+Punctuation 60628 58655 55147 58655
Distinct Words 8182 6547 9213 6547
OOVs [%] 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.2
Test: Sentences 2000 2000
Running Words+Punctuation 60332 57951 54260 57951
Distinct Words 8279 6496 9048 6496
OOVs [%] 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.2
Table 3: Corpus statistics
been harmonised. These problems are especially difficult
to overcome if only a small training corpus is available.
More detailed results are presented in Table 6(b). It can
be noted that for the reordered set (about 60% sentences)
the error rates are significantly higher than for the other set.
The improvements for the reorderded set are larger and for
the full corpus there are also consistent improvements of the
rest of sentences. For the small corpus, there are small im-
provements of the BLEU score of the unchanged sentences
and a slight deterioration of the error rates.
The translation example in Table 6(c) shows an improve-
ment of the verb group translation. Without reordering, the
auxiliary verb “werden” which expresses the future tense
has been lost, whereas the new system translated the whole
verb group correctly.
Spanish→German: Long-range reorderings also have
similar effects for the translation from Spanish into Ger-
man as for the translation from English into German, but
again the improvements are smaller.
For this translation direction we have also investigated the
combination of the two reordering types since for this lan-
guage pair both types of word order differences are present.
As expected, for the full corpus the two methods are addi-
tive, i.e. the best results have been obtained by applying
both local and long-range reorderings. For the small cor-
pus, the best results have been obtained by applying only
local reorderings. The results can be seen in Table 7.
6. Conclusion
In this work we presented methods for harmonising word
order between source and target language using POS tags
of the source language. Two types of reorderings have been
investigated depending on the language pair. Experiments
showed that both types of POS-based word reorderings im-
prove the translation quality for various language pairs and
translation directions. Local noun-adjective reorderings for
translation from and into Spanish language are especially
helpful when a small amount of bilinugal training data is
available. Long-range verb reorderings for translation into
German are more effective for the large training corpus.
In future work, we plan to apply the methods on other tasks
and other language pairs with different word order (for ex-
ample Catalan↔English). We also plan to investigate pos-
sibilities for using reordering probabilities.
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Spanish→English dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
700k baseline 56.8 43.5 27.4 57.3 44.1 27.4
reorder adjective 56.0 42.8 28.4 56.7 43.4 28.1
7k baseline 65.5 50.0 19.6 66.0 50.1 20.0
reorder adjective 64.0 48.9 21.8 64.9 49.4 22.1
(a) Translation results (%)
Spanish→English dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
700k reordered baseline 56.7 42.8 27.9 57.4 43.5 27.6
reorder adjective 56.3 42.2 28.7 57.1 43.1 28.3
rest baseline 57.1 45.3 26.3 57.0 45.6 26.7
reorder adjective 56.6 44.9 26.7 57.1 45.5 27.0
7k reordered baseline 65.9 49.4 19.6 66.5 49.5 19.7
reorder adjective 64.2 48.3 22.0 65.0 48.6 22.0
rest baseline 64.6 51.6 19.5 64.9 51.6 20.9
reorder adjective 64.4 51.0 20.3 64.9 51.2 21.6
(b) Detailed translation results (%) for reordered and other sentences
original Spanish sentence: ...este sistema no sea susceptible de ser usado
como arma polı´tica.
reordered Spanish sentence: ...este sistema no sea susceptible de ser usado
como polı´tica arma.
generated English sentence:
without reordering: ...this system is not likely to be used as a weapon policy.
with reordering: ...this system is not likely to be used as a political weapon.
reference English sentence: ...the system cannot be used as a political weapon.
(c) Translation examples with and without reordering
Table 4: Translation results for Spanish→English: local noun-adjective reorderings
English→Spanish dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
700k baseline 58.6 45.6 32.4 58.6 45.6 32.1
reorder adjectives 58.2 45.5 32.8 58.1 45.1 32.5
7k baseline 67.1 52.5 24.0 67.0 52.3 23.8
reorder adjectives 66.4 51.9 25.3 66.4 51.9 25.0
(a) Translation results (%)
English→Spanish dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
700k reordered baseline 59.0 45.4 32.4 58.8 45.0 32.0
reorder adjectives 58.6 45.2 32.8 58.3 44.4 32.5
rest baseline 57.0 46.4 32.4 57.9 47.9 32.2
reorder adjectives 56.8 46.4 32.8 57.6 47.5 32.6
7k reordered baseline 67.6 52.4 23.6 67.3 51.8 23.5
reorder adjectives 66.7 51.6 25.2 66.6 51.3 24.8
rest baseline 65.3 52.8 25.3 65.9 54.2 25.0
reorder adjectives 65.2 52.8 25.7 65.9 54.1 25.7
(b) Detailed translation results (%) for reordered and other sentences
original English sentence: ...the democratic wish of the countries and people in question...
reordered English sentence: ...the wish democratic of the countries and people in question...
generated Spanish sentence:
without reordering: ...la democracia deseo de los paı´ses y personas en cuestio´n...
with reordering: ...la voluntad democra´tica de los paı´ses y personas en cuestio´n...
reference Spanish sentence: ...el deseo democra´tico de los correspondientes
estados y pueblos...
(c) Translation examples with and without reordering
Table 5: Translation results for English→Spanish: local noun-adjective reorderings
English→German dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
700k baseline 68.6 56.6 19.6 68.5 56.4 19.7
reorder verbs 68.1 55.9 20.4 68.1 55.4 20.8
7k baseline 77.6 61.9 15.0 77.6 61.7 15.4
reorder verbs 77.4 61.9 15.5 77.2 61.6 16.0
(a) Translation results (%)
English→German dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
700k reordered baseline 70.3 57.8 17.8 70.4 57.4 17.8
reorder verbs 69.7 56.9 18.8 69.8 56.2 19.0
rest baseline 64.9 54.0 23.7 64.0 53.8 24.3
reorder verbs 64.6 53.8 24.1 64.0 53.5 25.0
7k reordered baseline 79.3 62.5 13.5 79.9 62.6 13.6
reorder verbs 78.9 62.4 14.0 79.1 62.4 14.4
rest baseline 73.8 60.6 18.4 72.4 59.6 19.5
reorder verbs 74.0 60.6 18.6 72.6 59.8 19.6
(b) Detailed translation results (%) for reordered and other sentences
original English sentence: In spite of these remarks , we shall vote for this report .
reordered English sentence: In spite of these remarks , we shall for this report vote .
generated German sentence:
without reordering: Trotz dieser Ausfu¨hrungen stimmen wir fu¨r diesen Bericht .
with reordering: Trotz dieser Bemerkungen , werden wir fu¨r diesen
Bericht stimmen .
reference German sentence: Trotz dieser Bemerkungen werden wir fu¨r den vorliegenden
Bericht stimmen .
(c) Translation examples with and without reordering
Table 6: Translation results for English→German: long-range verb reorderings
Spanish→German dev test
WER PER BLEU WER PER BLEU
600k baseline 68.4 55.0 21.2 68.7 55.2 21.2
reorder adjectives 68.2 55.0 21.3 68.6 55.2 21.3
reorder verbs 68.0 55.0 21.3 68.2 55.2 21.3
reorder adjectives + verbs 67.9 54.7 21.6 68.1 55.1 21.5
6k baseline 78.9 63.3 14.1 79.1 63.2 14.3
reorder adjectives 78.3 62.9 14.8 78.6 62.9 14.9
reorder verbs 78.8 63.3 14.2 78.9 63.0 14.4
reorder adjectives + verbs 78.5 63.0 14.6 78.8 62.9 14.7
Table 7: Translation results (%) for Spanish→German: local and long-range reorderings
